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REV. M. T. C. WING, EHTOR.
GEORGE W. MYERS, PRIN'FR.______________
From the Boston Recordu.
ON THE EMBARKATION OF MR. AM MRS. SMITH.
Before you lies the ocean,
Ye Friends, who now embark —
Fear ye its wild commotion,
When clouds rush fierce and ark?
Reply.
“ We fear not ocean’s terror,
When storm in fury rides,
For safely, without error,
Our Heavenly Pilot guides.”
Ye seek a land of peril,
Where Moslerh robbers rove,
And Christians all are sterile 
In goodness and in love.
Reply.
« Yet ’tis a land of glory,
Where once the Saviour trod,.
And earth shall hear the' stori—
. That land's reclaim'd to God!
Near Leb’non’s snow-clad mantain,
We go the cross to rear,
And ope Siloa’s fountain 
To souls now parched and seat”
All.
We part;—but not forever 
We loose the friendly hands;—
Not death shall e’er disses ei 
Our hearts’ entwined bands.
To us a pledge is given 
By our great Head above,
To meet in yon blue heaven,
Where all is light and love.
MISSIONARY.
From the American Tract Magazine. 
LETTER FROM GREECE.
An interesting communication has been receiv­
ed from Rev. J. J. Robertson of the Protestant 
Episcopal Missions ir. Greece, dated Athens Feb­
ruary 18, 1833, from which it appears that the 
particular directionof the press is assigned to him, 
as that of the schoils is to the Rev. Air. Ilill; and 
in which he expresses “his gladness and gratitude 
that the liberality of the American Tract Society 
is about to give increased efficiency to the Ameri­
can PhilhellenC Press of Athens, and to demand of 
him renewed hhgence in his Alaster s service.
After gi’ing some details of the dispersion of 
Tracts in (Afferent quarters, he proceeds to remark 
on their idaptation to be useful, if judiciously se­
lected, and well translated, both by increasing the 
interest m the circulation of the scriptures, and 
inculcathg their truths upon the heart and con­
science
Th- contest in Greece is not with paganism, but 
with what of man’s device has been superadded to 
the Gospel, and is by multitudes embraced in its* 
stead, and with that disguised infidelity which such 
a perversion has cherished. The Greek Church, 
howeve* unlike that of Rome^ is friendly to the 
distribution of the Bible,and the other means of re­
ligious knowledge. The truth of God is “quick and 
powerful,” and by diffusing it in its purity, the 
H(iy Spirit, in answer to prayer, will bless it in 
scattering the mists of error, and in sanctifying the 
B*Ul.
Mr. Robertson also urges the important consi- 
leration, that, ‘as education advances and su­
perstition gives way, infidelity will constantly gain
new victories, unless its influence be oppo ed hy 
defences of Christianity suited to the various ha­
bits of the human mind. Treatises and volumes 
of various descriptions will therefore be needed, 
adapted to gain the attention, and impress the heart.’ 
The publication of a work of this character, chief­
ly extracted from the Bible, has just been com­
menced at the expense of the American Tract So­
ciety, entitled “ Robinson s Scripture Characters."
The Greek language is spoken not only in Greece, 
but in many of the adjacent provinces of Turkey, 
the Ionian Islands, and various parts of Asia Mi­
nor, Syra, and Egypt. The whole number ot the 
population is very variously estimated. In a small 
portion of Greece Proper, and a large portion of 
the North Western frontier, the Albanian dialect 
is used; but a wish is very prevalent that this bar­
barous uncultivated tongue may be wholly ban­
ished.
The proportion of the population that can read 
cannot be accurately estimated. It is not consid­
erable, and is very rapidly increasing. The fe­
male department of the Missioi school in Athens 
contains upwards of 300 children.
The present aspect of tiling, under the new 
government, is favorable to iiberjy and the diffusion 
of knowledge; and Mr. R. says, “I trust we shall 
be able very shortly to send oir books not only 
to every corner of Greece, hut wherever its Jan- 
eruage is spoken. The sales will not be great; and 
we snail have 'to depend in a great measure on 
Christian charity at home. It is delightful to learn 
that Christians of our favored country have been 
moved to ‘ devise liberal things.’ I shall not forget 
your kind proposition, but shall call on you, from 
time to time, as the demand here may warrant.”
BIOGRAPHY.
From the Vermont Chronicle. 
THE REV. LEMUEL HAYNES.
“A friend” has sent us the following communi­
cation announcing the death of this devoted man. 
Some of our readers may perhaps need to he in­
formed that he was a man of color, and the author 
of the sermon “Ye shall not surely die,” preached 
in controversy with Mr. Ballou, the Universalist. 
We remark that the history of tin’s man’s life will 
show, that the prejudice resting on colored people 
does not originate from their color, but from the 
moral and intellectual degradation in which the 
great majority have lived; and that whenever a 
man rises from this degradation by acting riglitly 
and living usefully, lie rises superior to that preju­
dice. We hope a well written memoir of him will 
be given to the public.
“Died in Granville, N. Y. on the 28th ult. Rev. 
Lemuel Haynes, aged 80 years.
This aged and devoted servant of Jesus Christ 
was born in Hartford, Conn.; brought up in a pi­
ous family in Granville, Mass., where he became 
hopefully pious, and with comparatively small ad­
vantages, entered upon the work of the Christian 
ministry as an evangelist, when not far from twen­
ty-seven years of age. He preached in Granville, 
where he was brought up, about five years; from 
thence he went to Torringford, Conn., where he 
labored not far from three years; after which he 
came into Rutland, Vermont, where he preached 
for thirty years in succession; then removed to 
Manchester and labored between three and four
years; and closed his pilgrimage in a service of 
eleven years in the place where he died.*
During a service of more than fifty years in the 
church, few have performed a greater amount of 
pulpit labor, or discovered an eqQal measure of 
originality, or fruitfulness of mind. He was a 
man of fervent piety, and possessed the power of 
ministering, remarkably, to the comfort of the af­
flicted. The features of his sermons were pecu­
liar, and altogether his own; consequently he was 
always heard with attention, and rarely failed to 
impress his thoughts upon the minds of his hear­
ers. During his life he was made to experience 
peculiar and complicated trials; but still beheld 
on his way; and during the distressing and pro­
tracted sickness which terminated his life, mani­
fested an ardent attachment to his Saviour. As 
his wife and children stood around his bed, he said, 
“I love my wife,—Iiove my children;—but I love 
my Saviour better than all.” He has left with all 
who knew him, the conviction that he has gone to 
dwell with the Lord, and to behold his glory.
I have not taken my pen to write his Biography, 
and shall therefore only add that it is my settled 
opinion that the lives of very few ministers fur­
nish the materials for so interesting and instruct­
ive a Memoir; and his sermons would furnish a 
collection of skeletons which could not fail, if pro­
perly selected and arranged, to afford to ministers 
a peculiarly rich and valuable repository of ap­
propriate and glowing thoughts. It is certainly 
much to be desired that such a work should be 
given to the public. A Friend.
October 1, 1833.
* The labors of Mr. II. wore not confined in these places 
to colored persons, but bis congregations were composed chief­
ly of the intelligent and pious among the whites.—Ed. Obs.
MRS. STEELE.
The following account of Mrs. Steele, author of several 
beautiful hymns in our prayer-book selection, will no doubt 
be interesting to many of our readers. It is from the Chris­
tian Observer for Dec. 1828.—Epis. Rec.
On examining my copy of Mrs. Steele’s works, 
I find that the first two volumes were published 
in 1760, with the following title: “ Poems, on Sub­
jects chiefly Devotional, In two volumes. By 
Theodosia.” The third volume was posthumous, 
and entitled, “ Miscellaneous Pieces, in Proseand 
Verse. By Theodosia. 1780.” Dr. Caleb Evans, 
of Bristol, prefixed an advertisement, containing 
a brief account of Mrs. Steele, which I will tran­
scribe, in the hope that it may be acceptable to 
yourself and the readers of your work generally 
as well as to your correspondent Canator.
“It may possibly be some gratification to those 
who have hitherto been ignorant of the real name 
i and character-of the pious Theodosia, whose wri­
tings have so often cheered their hours of solitude, 
warmed their hearts with the love of virtue, and 
the glow of friendship, and animated their devo­
tions in the closet and congregation; to be inform­
ed that she was known to her intimates under the 
the name of Mrs. Ann Steele. Her father was a 
Dissenting Minister, a man of primitive piety, the 
strictest integrity and benevolence, and the most 
amiable simplicity of manners: he was for many 
years the affectionate and faithful pastor of an af­
fectionate and harmonious congregation,at Brough­
ton, in Hampshire; where he lived all his days 
greatly beloved, and died universally lamented. 
Mrs. Ann Steele, his eldest daughter, discovered
in early life her love of the muses, and often en­
tertained her friends with the truly poetical and ous 
pious productions of her pen; but it was not with­
out extreme reluctanceshe was prevailed on to sub• 
mit any of them to the public eye. This new edi­
tion of her works, accompanied with the volume 
which is now first offered to the public, would have 
appeared long since, had the health of our Theo­
dosia admitted of her paying that attention to it 
which was necessary. But it was her infelicity, 
as it has been that of her kindred spirits to have 
a capacious soaring mind inclosed in a very weak 
and languid body. Her health was never firm; 
but the death of her honored father, to whom she 
was united by the strongest ties of affectionate 
duty and gratitude, gave such a shock to her feeble 
frame, that she never entirely recovered it, though 
she survived him some years.
“As the* life of Theodosia was, lor the most 
part a life of retirement in the peaceful village 
where she began and ended her days; it cannot 
be expected to furnish such a variety of incidents 
as arise in the history of those who have moved 
in circles of greater activity. 1 he duties of friend­
ship and religion occupied her time, and the plea­
sures of both constituted her delight. Her heart stir arqpng godly people of ail denominations, 
they seemed determined to snatch sinners as brands 
from the fire, and in many instances I believe they 
succeeded. I, as well as others, was engaged in 
endeavoring to prevail upon sailors to attend the 
preaching of the gospel; and-the young man whom 
you saw shaking hands with me, and who is now 
mate of a ship, was one of the wild young fellows 
that I met with,and encouraged togotothe preach­
ing. He went with me; and he says that then and 
there God was pleased to touch his heart, and to 
bring him under deep convictions of sin. Then 
he began in earnest to seek after the Lord Jesus 
Christ, as the Saviour of his soul, and he quickly 
found him, and obtained mercy; and ever since 
that day he has been walking in the narrow path 
which leadeth unto everlasting life: and what is 
very surprising, Sir, we have never seen each other 
since until this afternoon; and, though I have no 
doubt it is all truj, yet, after so many years, it had 
feeble body was excruciated with pain, her lclu,te escaped my memory, nor do I recollect 
I was perfectly serene. She uttered not a ^iat ever saw the young man before.” The 
mate, while he related this to mo. wno effect­
ed at the unleokedfor but joyful intelligence; and 
it left an impression on my mind which I hope ne­
ver to forget, and produced a train of thoughts such 
as the following:—• ;
I. How many ways there are in which a man 
may glorify God, and do good to his fellow-crea­
tures? Some preach the gospel, others teach in 
a Sunday School; some clothe the naked, others 
visit the sick; some distribute tracts, and others, 
like my friend, the mate, go out in the highways, 
or on board ships, and invite and encourage poor 
sinners to go and hear the gospel. Oh, if any 
young man stand all the day idle, it is an awful 
proof that he has no disposition to work; for in 
every place sinners are perishing, and their con­
dition calls for the pity and the aid of all who fear 
God! Reader what are you doing? Are you 
living to the glory of God? or are you offend­
ing him by breaking his laws, by slighting his in­
vitation, by resisting his Spirit, and thus, by your 
conduct injuring the souls of others? Oh, this is 
dreadful! May that God who sent an arrow into 
the heart of the young man above mentioned prick 
you to the heart this moment, that you may seek 
the Lord and obtain mercy!
II. There is scarcely a sailor in the world who 
might not imitate the mate, and through the bless­
ing ol God. become very useful. Look at him: he 
meets a wild young fellow running the broad road 
which leadeth to destruction; he stops him, advises 
him, directs him, goes with him, brings him to the 
house of prayer, and there God meets with him and 
converts him. Blessed change? Oh, what a hap­
py day was this to the young man! What a life 
of comfort has he spent since then! and what a 
heaven of happiness is there in revision! Reader, 
have any peisons ever spoken to you about your 
soul? Have you been prevailed upon to go’and 
hear the gospel? Has God touched your heart, 
and brought you under deep convictions of sin? 
Have you felt your need of a Saviour? Have you,
was ‘apt to feel,’ too often to a degree too painful 
for her own felicity; but always with the most ten­
der and generous sympathies for her friends. Y et 
united with this exquisite sensibility, she possessed 
a native cheerfulness of dispositon; which, not 
even the uncommon and agonizing pains she en­
dured in the latter part of her life, could deprive 
her of. In every short interval of abated suffer­
ing, she would, in a variety of ways, as well as by 
her enlivening conversation, give pleasure to ail 
around her. Her life was a life of unaffected hu­
mility, warm benevolence, sincere friendship, and 
genuine devotion;—a life which it is not easy truly 
to describe, or faithfully to imitate. *
“Having been confined to her chamber some 
years before her death, she had long waited with 
Christian dignity for the awful hour of her depar­
ture. She often spoke, not merely with tranquili­
ty but joy, of her decease. When the interesting 
hour came, she welcomed its arrival; and though 
her
mind  
murmuring word, but was all resignation, peace, 
and holy joy. She took the most affectionate leave 
of her weeping friends around her; and at length, 1 
the happy moment of her dismission arriving, she I 
closed her eyes, and, with these animating words' 
on her dying lips, ‘I know that my Redeemer liv- 
eth,’ gently fell asleep in Jesus.
“ Her excellent writings,by which, though dead, 
she still speaketh; and which are the faithful coun­
terpart of her amiable mind, exhibit to us the fair-i 
est picture of the original. The following lines 
are inscribed on her tomb:
Silent the lyre, and dumb the tuneful tongue,
That sang on earth her great Redeemer’s praise;
But now in heaven she joins the angelic song,
In more harmonious, more exalted lays.
“I shall only add,” remarks Dr. Evans, “that 
as Theodosia was placed by Providence in a state 
of independence, and religiously devoted the pro­
fits arising from the sale of the former edition of 
her works, to the purposes of benevolence; so the 
profits which may arise from this edition are ap­
propriated by her surviving relatives to the use of 
‘ the Bristol Education Society: an institution wor­
thy of such patronage, and which thinks itself 
honored in receiving it.” T. R.
RELIGIOUS.
From the Evangelical Magazine. 
THE TWO MATES.
Scarcely any thing has taken place of late years 
more cheering than the great and glorious change 
which has been produced on the hearts and lives 
of seamen. Every one who is acquainted with 
our sea-ports must have observed it. “ Some gaze, 
admire, and hate the change;" but others are fill­
ed with thankfulness, and rejoice in the hope, that 
the work will go on and prosper until every ship 
become a bethel—every sailor’s heart a temple of 
the Holy Spirit. Various causes are contributing 
to produce this blessed change, among which the
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zeal of a few pious sailors have been very conspicu­
ous. One instance I shall mention in the “ Histo­
ry of the Two Mates.”
’ One Sunday afternoon I was walking on the quar­
ter deck meditating on the goodness of God. We 
had spent a most solemn and delightful morning. 
Many of the congregation were melted to tears; 
and I was anticipating a still more interesting meet­
ing in the afternoon, when I was interrupted for a 
moment by a smart young man coming on board. 
It was an hour before service; but in order to oc­
cupy him, I directed him where to find some tracts. 
“And may I take some for the men too, Sir!” said 
my smiling friend. “Yes,” I replied, “take one 
for each of your ship’s company.” Soon after this 
our people came on deck; and when the mate ap­
peared, I saw the stranger spring from larboard 
to starboard in a moment, and laying hold of his 
hand shook it most heartily. They then began 
to talk, and the shaking of hands was renewed 
again and again. After service, I said to our mate, 
who was a pious man, “what was the cause of all 
your shaking hands just now?” “Why, Sir,” said 
he, “ It is altogether a most interesting affair. You 
must know, sir, that about «ten years ago I winter­
ed in Sunderland. At that time there was a great
Tike this young man, actually’embracedTheT^) 
Jesus Christ as your Redeemer. Then, like him, 
you are walking in the narrow path which leadeth 
unto life eternal. Oh, remember God has done 
great things for you 1 Let it be your aim to hon­
or him by your holy walk and conversation. Let 
all men see that you have been with Jesus, and 
that you are not ashamed to be known- as his dis- 
diciple.
III. What oure delight must the mate have felt 
when he hearl the joyful story. “You,” said the 
stranger, “were the instrument of leading me to 
seek the salvation of my soul.” Is it not astonish­
ing that pious people are not more desirous to en­
joy this felici.y, and to turn sinners from darkness 
to light,” to ‘save souls from death,” to “hide a 
multitude of sins?” Oh, what a change shall we 
see, both on sea and shore, when pious people shall 
rouse from their slumbers, and live up to their pri­
vilege! Godis faithful and he will not let his ser­
vants labor invain. No, no! a hundred such men 
as our mate would work wonders in a port. Here 
is ^specimen )f what may be done. Oh, let great 
things be attempted for God, depending on his 
grace and thei we shall have praying captains, and 
praying mates,taking the lead in every good work, 
and followed by multitudes of praying sailors, 
whose love am zeal shall put the landsmen to the 
blush! Oh, shpmates let us try what can be done; 
and may God command his blessing?
Lastly, I olserve this circumstance teaches us 
that a personmay be blessed as the instrument of 
great good, while he knows not of it. Ten years 
had rolled away from the time that these two men 
met in Sundadand, and during these ten years the 
stranger hadbecn enjoying the comforts of a re­
ligious life, tut the mate knew nothing of it; and 
but for this cisual meeting in a foreign port, he 
might never lave heard of it until the judgment 
day. I felt ths consideration particularly anima­
ting to my owr soul, for I was laboring among 
strangers whon I had never seen before, and per­
haps may neveisee again; yet I took courage, and 
hoped that-afur “ten years,” or at the judgment- 
day, I should neet with one and another of these 
generous-heaited tars, who will then say, “ You 
were the instument of leading me to seek the sal­
vation of m: SOul.” Let all who <tro similarly en­
gaged take encouragement from this circumstance. 
“Cast thy bread upon the waters, and thou shalt 
find it after many days.”
From the Diary of a Clergyman. 
TIIE MARTYR STUDENT.
With the subject of this brief sketch, Iliad be­
come acquainted in the course of pastoral visita­
tion about five years previous to the events which 
are here related. He was the only child of a wi­
dow of reputable but decayed family. The father 
had been a merchant in extensive and lucrative bu­
siness, whose unimpeachable character and ample 
wealth secured him the esteem and deference of 
a large circle of friends. But by a series of dis­
asters, arising from circumstances which the most 
prudent and exact mode of doing business could 
not control or avert, he found himself suddenly a 
bankrupt; and the unexpectedness if the reverse, 
operating upon a from already enfeebed by chron­
ic disease, soon terminated his life. ’ffle destitute 
situation of the widow awakened, for k brief sea­
son, much seeming sympathy and some ewactsof 
substantial kindness. But soon her mufortunes 
ceased to be a topic of conversation, and the ma­
nyfriends who had courted her notice is the days 
of her affluence, forgot or seemed to fo-get that 
she was a dweller upon earth. Wounded ay their 
neglect she concluded that human friendship ex­
isted but in name—in every instance a mere pre­
tence, artfully assumed for the advancement of sel­
fish interests. The severity of her decision might 
perhaps be excused, when it is known that she had 
associated alone with the gay and fashiona»le,and 
that these, without any exception, had deserted 
her as soon as poverty had blighted her prospects. 
Regrets however were unavailing. Personalex- 
ertion was necessary to preserve her and the on 
of her affections, then in extreme youth, from ab­
solute suffering. With a natural en'ergy of cha. 
acter which had not been entirely destroyed by 
life of ease and indulgence, she now had an am-
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pie opportunity of exerting her powers. Her oc­
cupations were humble when compared with her 
former affluence, hut they were creditable,, and in 
a measure productive. Softened by misfortuue 
and abstracted from the gay circle in which she 
had thoughtlessly moved for many years, she se­
riously pondered her ways and by au act of delib­
erate self-dedication she gave her heart to God. 
Then she experienced a happiness to which she had 
hitherto been a stranger. She not only felt recon­
ciled to her reverses, but acknowledged with thank­
fulness the benevolence of God in thesalutary chas­
tisements which he had administered. Her en­
deared child, who was the only remnant of her for­
mer condition which she had retained, became an 
object of increased interest to her heart. Into his 
mind the principles of piety were anxiously in­
stilled, and in his behalf almost hourly intercessions 
arose before the Most High. In the hope of her 
heart she was not disappointed—heisoon gave evi­
dence of a heart which was right in the sight of 
God. 1
Robert was in his fifteenth year when I was hon­
oured with his acquaintance: I say honored, for to 
enjoy the friendship and confidence of such a youth 
is a rare privilege. Never can I ftrget the mod­
est and ingenuous smile with which he met me at 
the first interview, the mild and feautiful expres­
sion of his countenance and the intelligence which 
marked his conversation. There was a secret 
charm in the youth which irresistibly won the af­
fections. Upon inquiry I discovered that in despite 
of his limited opportunities, he had made remark­
able proficiency in his studies, and notwithstand­
ing the scanty means of his mother, which prevent­
ed him from enjoying the instructions of well quali­
fied teachers, he had managed to acquire a very 
accurate knowledge of the elements of the various 
sciences. It was evident that native genius, which 
had never been assailed by flattery or indulgence, 
had struggled successfully with every difficulty. 
Robert was a youth of high promse, in whom were 
united rare talents with a modesty which scarcely 
knew the meaning of pretension. His case was 
communicated to those who were!able and inclin­
ed to render him assistance; and *e was soon ma­
triculated in one of the most ancient and reputa­
ble colleges in the country. When the intention 
of his friends was first communicated to him his 
eyes sparkled with delight, and file look of grate­
ful surprise was of itself a sufficient compensation. 
“I have prayed for this privilege often,” said he, 
“.and yet my faith scarce ever contemplated the pro­
bability of success; my unbelief has dishonored 
God; lie has confounded me by his goodness, and 
now ^his countenance kindling as he continued,) I 
will more confidently indulge the long cherished 
but secret wish of my heart, to devote myself to 
him in the ministry of the Gospel.” The first ti­
dings received from the youthful collegian grati­
fied every expectation of his friends, and espe­
cially of his fond parent. In conduct and learn­
ing lie assumed the first rank, and at the close of 
each succeeding term, he was found without a 
competitor. During the fuur years of his college 
life I had occasionally intercourse with him during 
the vacations, and each interview tended to in­
crease esteem and mature affection. Often in con­
templating the rare combination of excellencies 
in his character, qualifying him in an eminent de­
gree for usefulness the secret prayer of my heart 
has been, “Lord, let the life of thy young servant 
be precious in thy sight.” In lii's final examination 
for the first degree, his attainments won applause 
fromthc most competent judges, and he was without 
hesitation pronounced to be the first man in his 
class in every department of literature. And this 
was not an easily bought distinction where there 
was so much talent to contend with, and so many 
zealous rivals who honestly endeavored to outstrip 
him in the race. The style in which his success 
was communicated to his parent, was characteris­
tic of his affection and humility. “As it must 
prove gratifying,” he writes, “to one who has felt 
for me a mother’s fondness to hear of any of my 
little triumphs, I hasten to inform you that this 
day we have passed our final examinations, and 
the honor of his class has been adjudged to your 
son. He has just received the flattering compli­
ments of his professor, and what is far more grati-
fying to his feelings, the cordial congratulations of 
his classmates. Be not alarmed, my dear mother, 
I am not unduly elated; my honors have not been 
able to render me insensible to the humiliating 
consciousness of my own great ignorance. I have 
had as yet hut a glimpse of that beauteous temple 
of science, whose recesses I still hope to explore. 
Besides, my mother, I perceive the folly of seek­
ing honor from men, unless it can minister to my 
success in securing that honor which coineth from 
God. Continue to give me your prayers, they are 
infinitely more precious than the applause of the 
learned.”
Upon his return from college I had with anxie­
ty observed some symptoms of feebleness jn this 
interesting youth, which excited in my mind a 
vaguepresentiment of impendingcalanity. I ques­
tioned him closely as to his habits of study, 
but he smilingly waived the subject by reply­
ing that some extraordinary effort was necessary 
during his last term. Little did I then know the 
excessive application intowhich he had been betray­
ed, and his too literal adheernce to the motto, 
which I afterwards found inscribed upon the first 
leaf of all his class books, ‘ W hatsoever thy hand 
findeth to do, do it with thy might.’
He indulged himself in a brief cessation from 
study previous to his formal entrance upon his the­
ological studies. I say forma! entrance, for he 
had been a student of theology for years, and he 
might already have been considered a divine of 
very respectable attainments, and particularly well 
read in the standard practical works. It is not my 
object to detail the course of his studies—suffice 
it to say, that his application was intense and his 
progress correspondingly greatJ About the mid­
dle of the second year his motlier received an in­
timation that RoberJ was indipoised from a sudden 
attack of disease, and almost immediately after, 
a note from his own hand informed her of the na­
ture of it. It was expressed with an evident inten­
tion of allaying her tears. His ittack was haemorr­
hage from the iungs, evidently induced by his ha­
bits of study. The case was aarming and an im­
mediate cessation from study! was recommended 
by his physician. He obeyed the injunction and 
set out upon a short tour through a pleasant part 
of the country. The recreation was salutary and 
many who, during that excursion, met with him 
for the first time, lived to deplore liis early depar­
ture, and to cherish his memory with affection. 
A too early return to his sedentary habits invited 
a second attack of his disease which was attended 
with highly aggravated symptoms, indicating radi­
cal disease of the lungs and a premature fate. In 
consumption there is a mixture of the pleasing 
and terrible. It selects its victims from the most 
lovely of our race, and while it soothingly flatters, 
it ruthlessly destroys.
It was in a delightful afternoon in the early part 
of September that Robert returned to his mother’s 
house, at which time, under deeply distressing im­
pressions', I visited him. The recent excitement 
of meeting with his loved parent had imparted a 
glow of seeming health to his cheek, and he ap­
peared unusually animated. He received me with 
much cordiality and evidently constrained his feel­
ings with the view of quieting the anxiety of his 
friends. He was not however insensible to his sit­
uation, for on the following day an opportunity pre­
senting, when his mother had left the room, lie re­
marked tome with great energy and emphasis; 
“my dear Mr. M. I am doomed to an early grave.
I cannot be deceived as to the nature and certain 
termination of my disease, neither do I wish to be. 
It is a deadly assault made on the very citadel of 
life, and the garrison are upon the point of uncon­
ditional surrender. Why is this skin so transpa­
rent, this cheek so suffused, these pulses so quick 
and fluttering, this respiration so difficult and hur­
ried ? These are to me the unquestionable precur­
sors of death: and upon death alone have I cal­
culated for months past. Do not mistake me, I 
am not given to gloomy forhodings; my judgment 
thus deliberately decides, whilst my hope in the 
Gospel enables me cheerfully to acquiesce. Life 
is sweet, but I can scarcely say I have any regrets 
for myself, but for my friends I have some, arising 
from the disappointment of their kind hopes of my 
usefulness in the ministry; but let them be content
with the will of God. As to my mother who has 
watched over me from infancy, with unspeakable 
solicitude I feel”—here his firmness forsook him, 
and for a brief season he was much agitated by 
his emotions. The subject was not at the time re­
sumed.
On each remaining day of his life I took the 
opportunity of visiting my youthful friend, and 
marked with melancholy feelings the rapid strides 
of his disease. He suffered frequent paroxysms 
of pain, but his countenance and conversation sel­
dom betrayed his sufferings to his tender parent. 
His manner was, with rare exceptions, serene; and 
his conversation generally cheerful and glowingly 
devotional. “ I have,” said he, on one occasion,
‘ occasional misgivings, I may perhaps call them 
doubts, respecting my eternal safety, but I find 
they are the offspring of a wandering mind, and 
they are at onte dispersed when I can concentrate 
my thoughts upon the glorious atonement of Christ.
I feel that it is a rock, immoveably secure; I rest 
upon it and feel that I am safe. I sometimes look 
in upon myself and ask my heart the question, 
‘what good qualities can you present to the Al­
mighty in the way of self-commendation?’ It im­
mediately furnishes a catalogue; but on examining 
it, I enquire, is there no exaggeration here? and 
if there is not, can you say that one of these vir­
tues is perfect? is there not in. each of them a 
radical defect? and besides, why is the catalogue 
so brief? how is the full reckoning to be made out? 
ah, my heart, I am not satisfied, and how can the 
searcher of hearts be, with such a beggarly re­
commendation. The result of such soliloquies has 
been uniformly to drive me from myself in despair, 
and then unto whom can I go but unto thee, O 
Lord, for thou hast the words of eternal life.” As 
he spoke, his countenance beamed with holy confi­
dence.
Upon another occasion I referred to the zeal 
with which he had prosecuted his studies. He 
immediately replied, “ That subject recalls pain­
ful feelings, for in this matter I have sinned.— 
My health and life have been foolishly sacrificed to 
the ardours of an impetuous mind. This irrepres­
sible eagerness was confirmed as a habit before 1 
became aware of its danger. Then I prayed against, 
it, but my prayers were feeble, and 1 am afraid not 
sincere. I repeated the indulgence, and although
I had secret warnings from my own bosom, I strove 
to silence them with some ready apology. It was 
a species of intoxication. With a propensity as 
strong as that of the drunkard, I acknowledged it 
as my crime, and I now reap its fruits.”
On each’ succeeding day the progress of his 
disease became more rapid, and the signals of 
death were hung out upon his fine and interesting 
countenance. On entering his room, I found him 
sitting propped up in his easy chair, his head re­
clined, his hands folded, and himself slumbering 
in seeming composure. Taking my seat by his 
side in a few minutes he awakened and recognizing 
me, saluted me with a smile full of peace and be­
nignity. “I have been,” said he, “in other lands; 
the land of pure delight, where saints immortal 
reign’—I mean of course in my dreaming visions.
It is sweet to commune with heaven, and during 
mv repose I have done so with unusual energy of 
mind. No waking thoughts have ever appeared to 
me so vivid as those which have just occupied my 
mind. Have I not a spirit, is it not essentially dif­
ferent from organized matter? can it not act inde­
pendently of bodily organs? is it not immortal? 
on these points I have no place for doubts. My 
spirit has been soaring towards heaven with un­
wonted energy, while my poor body has been dy­
ing, and its organs, greatly enfeebled by disease, 
have been suspended in their operations by sleep'
I have ventured for a little time upon glorious 
scenes. If heaven is brighter than what I have 
seen, it must be enchanting indeed, and oh, such 
celestial strains! they still linger on my ear. I 
know all was but a dream, but when shall I awake 
to the blissful reality.” This was spoken with much 
emphasis, and the exertion for a time seemed too 
much for the endurance of his frail body. Revi­
ving again he continued, “my dear Mr. M. God 
is very merciful, he weans me from the world more 
by pleasant anticipations than by bodily suffering, 
My disease itself is not without agreeable adjuncts
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There is a certain nervous excitability in my sys­
tem which for the most part is pleasurable, and to 
this, I suppose, I am to attribute the concert of 
sweet sounds with which I am not unfrequently 
entertained, when I am conscious I am fully awake. 
My mind too, as if improved by the disorganiza­
tion of my body, expatiates with greater freedom 
upon the glorious truths of the Gospel. 1 now 
know, as I never knew before, the emphasis of 
that declaration, ‘to them that believe he is pre­
cious.’ ” I signified to him my joy at the comforts 
with which God had filled his soul, but at the same 
time expressed to him the rebellious reluctance of 
my heart to submit to his early departure. “ And 
why so?” said he with animation: “is the provi­
dence of God in this instance a problem of diffi­
cult solution? I myself have considered it, and I 
have said why did the Holy Spirit inspire me with 
a desire to engage in the ministry? why were all 
my pecuniary difficulties relieved by the benevo­
lence of unknown friends? why was I permitted to 
prosecute my studies for years with success, and 
then, almbst at the moment when I was ready to 
commence my work, why am I forbidden to pro­
claim Christ to dying men? Now all these ques­
tions I have satisfactorily answered thus, ‘Father 
so it appeared in thy sight;’ and if there be any 
other mystery to be solved, I am content to wait 
for its solution until I see God as he is. Ilis pur­
poses are accomplished, and why should we be dis­
satisfied?” I may well say that at each succeed­
ing interview, my soul was edified by the eloquent 
preaching of this dying Christian—this however 
was more in his conduct than in lps conversation.
He spake but little except in reply to the anxious 
questions of his attendants, and on one occasion 
he thus strikingly explained himself: “You natu­
rally desire to hear me speak—-but silence becomes 
my situation—I am on the verge of eternity— 
great and unseen realities await me; in passing 
through the valley of death, I feel the necessity 
of fixing my attention upon every step I take.” 
My last interview with this interesting youth was 
on the day of his death. He was sitting nearly 
upright in his bed, with his body reclining upon 
the bosom of his fopd mother; the last rays of the 
setting sun was shining softly through the blinds 
of the windows and threw over the scene a pecu­
liar solemnity. The hands of the sufferer were 
clasped upon his breast—his eyes were closed, the 
stamp of death was upon his face. The silence of 
the room was impressive and unbroken for many 
minutes after my entrance, until the dying youth 
reviving turned his face toward that of his moth­
er, and having received her farewell kiss, he said 
in a tone of deep tenderness, “ Mother—remem­
ber—the Lord is thy husband:” then stretching 
forth one of his hands to me, which I affectionate­
ly grasped, he faintly articulated “many—many 
thanks—farewell.” Life was rapidly ebbing—his 
head fell upon his breast—his lips murmured “I 
faint—I die—through Christ I live forever.”—It 
was the last sound of his voice on earth—the re­
deemed spirit had breathed forth into the bosom 
of its Lord, and they who had loved him when liv­
ing, were left to gaze upon the ruined tenement 
from which the immortal habitant had fled.
On the evening preceding the funeral ceremo­
nies, I directed my steps to the house of mourning 
to condole with the bereaved parent, and to take 
a last look of the precious remains of the depart­
ed youth. My feelings were indiscribable as I en­
tered the chamber of death, my heart seemed to 
be pressed down by an intolerable weight, and I felt 
but ill qualified to speak the words of consolation. 
Ihe youth was lying in his unclosed coffin, array­
ed in the drapery of the tomb; his countenance was 
still lovely, although the once beaming eye was lus­
treless and the lips which had so often greeted me, 
were sealed in long silence. Gazing with intense 
emotion upon the corpse, my feelings at length 
oun vent in fbat beautiful language of inspira­
tion which never appeared half so beautiful as 
at that moment, “Blessed are the dead.who die 
in the Lord, from henceforth, yea saith the Spirit, 
follow'them " m thcir lab°rS’ and their d°
sat “ilent “"J absorb- ed at the nead of the corpse, aroused by my voice, 
arose, and placing her hand upon the cold fore­
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head of her son, exclaimed with a calmness which 
indicated unshaken confidence in God, “ there lies 
my son, my only son, the comfort and joy of my wi­
dow hood—my only earthly treasure—but so, O Fa­
ther, it seemed good in thy sight, and I will not re 
pine.” If Jesus wept over the grave of Lazarus, I 
felt that I was dignified in imitating so affecting an 
example on such an occasion.
Long since, the grave was closed over the re­
mains of this young servant of God, and by his 
side lies his mother, waiting for the signal trump of 
the resurrection; separated for a season by death, 
by death they have been again united; whilst to 
me is left the melancholy privilege of visiting their 
graves, to recall the Christian virtues of the pa­
rent, and the endearing qualities of the martyr 
student .—Presbyterian.
From the “Basket of Flowers.”
One beautiful morning which succeeded a two 
days’ rain, Mary and her father went into the Gar­
den, and found the first lilies in bloom, diffusing 
all their magnificence in the rays of the rising sun. 
Mary called all the people of the house, who for 
a long time were curious to see the lilies in bloom. 
They were in an ecstacy of admiration. “What 
purity! what whiteness! such neatness entirely 
without blemish, not a spot”—“No, notone,” said 
James, agitated, “and could it please heaven that 
the consciences of men were as exempt, it would 
be a pleasing sight for God and angels. A pure heart 
only can claim connexion with heaven. How 
strait is the stem; how gracefully and nobly it rai­
ses itself, as a finger that points to heaven,” added 
James. “ I am happy to see this flower in the gar­
den. There ought not to be a garden in the coun­
try where the lily is not found. Inclined as we are 
continually to lean towards earth, we are prompted 
to forget heaven. The lily which is so upright 
seems to teach us, that in the midst of our trou­
bles and labors, we should raise our thoughts to­
wards the celestial kingdom, and to something bet­
ter than the productions of earth. Every plant,’ 
continued he, earnestly, and with a penetrating 
look, “even the most delicate herbs have a tenden­
cy to raise themselves, and if there are any too weak 
for self-support, as are these beans, and this hop 
which we see in themidst of this hedge, it entwines 
itself and clambers round this pole. It is unwor­
thy of man that he alone in his desires and his 
hopes should wish to grovel for ever on the earth.”
James Was one day employed in placing young 
plants in a new-made bed, Mary was weeding at a 
little distance from him. “This double labor,” 
said the father, “should be the only occupations 
of all our life. Our heart is a garden which the 
good God has given us to cultivate. It is neces­
sary that we should unceasingly apply ourselves 
to the cultivation of the good and the extraction 
of the evil which might there take root. Other­
wise it is but uncultivated ground. But let, us 
scrupulously fulfil these two duties, and.to this end 
let us implore the assistance and blessing of that 
God who makes the sun to shine, the dew and rain 
to fall, the plants to grow, and the fruit to ripen. 
Then will our hearts be a most delicious garden, 
and we shall possess a paradise within ourselves.” 
It was thus that James and Mary led an active 
and industrious life mingling their instructive con­
versations with their innocent pleasures. Three 
springs and three summers had glided away, and 
the happy days they had spent at the Pine Cottage 
had almost caused them to forget their past mis­
fortunes. But at the return of autumn they saw 
the chrisanthemums displaying their red and blue 
flowers, the last ornamements of the garden.— 
The leaves of the trees were clothed in variegated 
shades, and the garden was preparing for repose 
during the winter. James felt sensibly the dimi­
nution of his strength, and felt more than once 
very uncomfortable. He however concealed his 
feelings from Mary, fearing to distress her; but 
all his observations on the flowers were of a me­
lancholy cast, and Mary, who observed it, felt it 
from the bottom of her heart. One day she ob­
served a rose which appeared to be waiting until 
autumn to bloom. She wished to gather it, but 
the leaves of the purplish flower fell off in her hand. 
“So it is with man/’ said her father. “In youth, 
we resemble a rose newly opened, but our life
fades as the rose: scarcely is it matured ere it is 
passed. Pride not yourself, my dear child, upon 
the beauty of the body, it is vain and fragile; as­
pire to the beauty of the soul, and piety which will 
never wither.” One day, towards evening, James 
ascended a ladder to gather some apples. He 
handed them to Mary, who arranged them in a 
a basket. “How cold,” said he, “this autumn 
wind is which whistles over this stubble field; how 
it plays with the yellow leaves and my white hairs. 
I am in my autumn, my dear Mary, and soon you 
will be'too. Try to resemble this excellent tree, 
which produces fruit so excellent, and in so great 
abundance. Try to please the Master of this 
great garden, which is called the world.” Mary 
was sowing seed for the following spring. “One 
day will come,” said the old man, “when they 
will put us in the ground as you are putting those 
seeds; But console yourself, my dear Mary, soon 
the grain is enveloped in the earth: when it is ani­
mated, if I may so speak, it sprouts from the earth 
in the form of a beautiful flower, and raises itself 
triumphantly from the place where it was buried. 
We also shall rise one day from our tombs with 
splendour and magnificence. Think of the future, 
my dear Mary, when you will follow me to the 
tomb. In the flowers which you will undoubtedly 
plant on my tomb, see the image of the resurrec­
tion to immortd life.”
Frjm the Cincinnati Journal.
Brother Bxainerd,—The chilling winds, and
falling leaves, icmind me. of the approach of win­
ter, when the Jong evenings will afford to country 
people, considerable leisure time. As I have no 
family but a w fe, and no plans of worldly gain to 
pursue, I might perhaps, spend my leisure profita­
bly in reading and reflection. But I shall not be 
satisfied with this alone; I really wish, in some 
way to benefit my fellow men. To accomplish this, 
I had thought of supplying weekly, a few senten­
ces for the Jourral,yet, as I can make no preten­
sions to learning or talents, I can hardly expect to 
interest or amuse your readers. There is one sub­
ject however, or. which I shall never cease to feel 
deeply interested, in reference to which, I shall 
send you from week to week, a few unvarnished 
facts, in a home-spun dress. I mean the subject 
of temperance. You are at liberty to dispose of 
them as you see fit. When I tell things that 1 know, 
I fear no contradiction. So let me first speak of 
my own kindred. My grandfather was a native of 
‘the land of steady habits,’ and in early life, was 
elected a deacon in the Congregational church of
---------together with an elderbrother. They were
both men of undoubted piety,adorned their profes­
sion and office by a godly life and conversation._ _
They were distinguished for strict integrity, good 
general information and firmness of mind. After 
they had passed the meridian of life, the use of 
ardent spirits became more fashionable. It was 
frequently recommended to people in the decline 
of life. The two deacons began to use it habitual­
ly, and continued to do so until they died. They 
however always maintained the most conscientious 
regard to what was esteemed the strict rules of 
temperance, never increasing the quantity to more 
than half a gill, nor taking it more than twice or 
three times a day. They died in the presenceof their 
posterity being old and full of days,’ and theiipraise 
is still in the church. Both had trained up their 
families in the fear of the Lord, and no one sus­
pected that their example had injured any one.— 
But this is not the end of the story. The eldest 
deacon had two sons. The first born in all respects 
but one, was a smart man. He, however became 
intemperate, was of no value to society, died, and 
was soon forgotten. Of his descendants I knew 
but little. The other son was a man of superior 
intellect and superior attainment in general knowl­
edge. He was honored among men, entered exten- 
sivelyinto business, and became rich. In the mean­
time, his habit of drinking increased. He became 
a drunkard, abused his family, scoffed at religion, 
squandered his property. His drunkenness in­
creased; he became a most vile blasphemer, curs­
ed his Maker, insulted the living, and abused the 
dead. Long since my remembrance, he was count­
ed a vagabond, and a pest to society; despised and 
hated by his own children, and the derision of his
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grand children. He dragged out his wretched life 
four score years, then fell sick in the unfinished 
house his father had built more than a century be­
fore, and there without the comforts of life covered 
with rags, he died, and was carried to the drunk­
ard’s grave, Once, his pious father received him 
to the baptismal font, and had him washed in the 
name of the blessed Trinity. He taught him to 
lisp the infant prayer, and instructed him in all 
the holy ordinances of our religion. But think ye, 
who read this story, ‘ Did he train him up in the 
way he should go?’ Did he set him no unsafe ex­
ample to follow? Alas! he followed his pious fa­
ther’s example, and it proved his bane,his death, and 
his eternal ruin. But I will proceed. This man left 
four sons. He had squandered their estates, so 
they were poor: He had witheld from them an 
education; of course, they were ignorant. He 
taught them to swear, and they were all profane. 
He scoffed at religion and so did they. He was 
intemperate, and they were all drunkards. Some 
of them had died such, and the re^t are still liv­
ing in the path of their father. They have large 
families, and their children are following the foot­
steps of their parents. With many of them, 
from personal knowledge, I know it to be the 
case.
Now let my readers look steadily at a plain fact. 
A pious officer in the church of Clrrist, by indulg­
ing in moderate drinking, entailed upon all his male 
descendants, down to his great grand children, a 
curse that has ruined them for eternity.
Plain Fact.
A PRAYER.
The following prayer was composed and used by Dr. Sam­
uel Johnson, previous to his receiving the sacrament of the 
Lord’s Supper, on Sunday, Dec. 5, 1781. He died not ma­
ny days after.
“Almighty and most merciful Father, I am now, 
as to human eyes it seems, about to commemorate 
for the last time, the death of thy Son Jesus Christ 
our Saviour and Redeemer. Grant, O Lord, that 
my whole hope and confidence may be in his mer­
its and thy mercy; enforce and accept tny imper­
fect repentance; make this commemoration avail­
able to the confirmation of my faith, the establish­
ment of my hope, and the enlargement of my char­
ity; and make the death of thy Son Jesus Christ 
effectual to my redemption. Have mercy upon 
me, and pardon the multitude of my offences. 
Bless my friends; have mercy upon all men. 
Support me by thy Holy • Spirit, in the days of 
weakness, and at the hour of death, and receive 
me at my death, to everlasting happiness, for the 
sake of Jesus Christ. Amen.”—Gospel Messen­
ger, Charleston.
POETRY AND FICTION.
To clear English literature of the drinking in­
fluence that pervades it, would be an immense task. 
Sir Walter Scott is answerable to a heavy charge 
against him, on the score of the immoral influence 
of his works from this sole cause.—There are 
scenes in his novels, which might make the mouth 
of a hermit water; drinking scenes in great num­
ber, where the approbation of the writer to the 
wassailing and merriment cannot be disguised, and 
cannot but be exceedingly injurious. To take 
one of the least reprehensible of bis works, Ivan­
hoe; there is in that volume an admired drinking 
scene between Richard of England and the feast­
ing friar in the hermitage in merry Sherwood for­
est, which few of his readers perhaps ever thought 
of condemning, but whose whole power, (and it 
is very great,) goes directly" to put “spare tem­
perance” to the blush, and contradict her “holy 
dictates,” and render all her suggestions ridiculous; 
it tends to make the idea of a drinking frolic a 
pleasant, and not an immoral thing. Some of these 
novels, that are exerting a wide and powerful in­
fluence over the world, are the very books, which 
of all others, the wild dissipated youth every 
where would keep open on his table, to give 
a greater zest in his wine cups and his box of Span­
ish cigars. The charm of Scott’s works, and their 
excellencies in some respects, make this immoral 
influence most bitterly regretted, and sternly to 
be condemned. If it exists in his works, how 
much more does it in similar works of minds utter­
ly inferior. What libraries of novels and licen­
tious rhymes have swarmed from the press, com­
posed, most likely under the inspiration of ar­
dent spirit, and of an influence, directly calcu­
lated to make the’drunkard’s appetite burn high­
er. It is happy that there are not many works 
concocted, like Byron’s Don Juan, from the 
dregs of Holland gin; it is a curse to the world 
that there is one. Byron is only one among gift­
ed minds, that, had they not been destroyed by in­
temperance, would now have been living to bless, 
at least not to corrupt and curse the world. In 
the biographies of such men, for instance, in the 
fife of Byron by his brother drinker, it makes one 
indignant to witness the levity with which this vice 
is treated; the excuses that are made for it, the veil 
and pleasant coloring with which its hideous fea­
tures are disguised.
Burns was a victim of the use of ardent spirit; 
and multitudes there were of the high and the no­
ble, who would drink with him, and hang upon the 
wit inspired by the destroying cup, who afterwards 
left him to perish. In the poetry of Burns, there 
is much that ardent spirit has rendered grossly im­
moral; nor has the immorality of his works, nor 
that of any other licentious genius in the English 
language, ever been reproved with any thing like 
the severity it deserves. On the contrary, it is al­
ways palliated. And because the biography of 
men who have perverted into the devil’s aid the 
powers of mind bestowed upon them, has usually 
devolved upon beings of a kindred spirit, the curse 
of their depravity has been perpetuated, with scarce­
ly a restraining influence from generation to gene­
ration. * * * * *
In some of the German and English drinking 
songs, music and poetry have b6en allied in so ex­
quisite a manner, that they would) without any other 
temptation, be enough to beguile any young and 
susceptible being into this dreadful vice. Think 
now of influences like these, passing through so­
ciety in the pleasantest shapes ia which the soul is 
accustomed to receive her moral impression! Even 
if each were very small in itself, combined togeth­
er their power would be very great.—The tempe­
rance reformation will never be victorious, till such 
sources of evil as these are utterly cut off. And 
let it be remembered, that this reformation aims 
to turn that whole amount of talent and genius, 
that hitherto in the midst of these influences, has 
swept onwards in a tide of moral ruin, like a chan­
nel where it shall be preserved for the whole world’s 
good, and diffused in streams of benevolence. As 
in all other ways put together there has not been 
a greater waste of intellect than by this single 
vice, so in no other way can there be such a sav­
ing of the world’s intellect as in the promotion of 
this temperance reformation.—Am. Quar. Ohs.
WELCH ANECDOTE.
A Welch Clergyman invited to assist in the ordi­
nation of a minister in some part of England,w:is 
appointed to deliver the address to the church 
and congregation; and having been informed that 
their previous minister suffered much from pecu­
niary embarrassment, although the church was ful­
ly able to support him confortably—took the fol­
lowing singular method of administering reproof.
In his address to the church he remarked,— 
“ You have been praying no doubt, that God would 
send you a man after his own heart, to be your 
pastor. You did well. God we hope has heard 
your prayer, and given you such a minister as he 
approves, who will go in and out before you, and 
feed your souls with the bread of life. But now 
you have prayed for a minister, and God has giv­
en you one to your mind, you have something more 
to do; you must take care of him, and in order to 
his being happy amongst you, I have been think­
ing you have need to pray again. “Pray again! 
Pray again! what, what should we pray again for?” 
well—I think you have need to pray again. “ But 
for what?” vvhy I’ll tell you. Pray that God would 
put Jacob's ladder down to the earth again. “Ja­
cob’s ladder! Jacob’s ladder! What has Jacob’s 
ladder to do with our minister?" Why I think if 
God would put Jacob’s ladder down that your min­
ister could go up into heaven on the Sabbath even­
ing, after preaching, and remain, all the week, 
then he could come down every Sabbath morning, 
so spiritually minded and so full of heaven, that
he could preach to you almost like an angel. “O 
yes, that may be very well, and if it were possible 
we should like it; but then we need our minister 
through the week, to attend prayer meetings, visit 
the sick, hear experience, give advice, &c.&c. and 
therefore must have him always with us; we want 
the whole of his time and attention. That may 
be, and I will admit the daily necessity of his at­
tentions to your concerns: but then you wifi re­
member, that if he remains here, he must have 
bread and cheese; and I have been told that your 
former minister was often wanting the common ne­
cessaries of fife, while many of you can enjoy its 
luxuries; and therefore I thought if God would 
put Jacob’s ladder down, your present minister 
might preach to you on the Sabbath, and by going 
up into heaven after the services of the day, save 
you the painful necessity of supporting him.
AN OLD ARGUMENT.
A clergyman was preaching in a town in Ver­
mont; a preacher of the universal doctrine was 
present, with a view “to withstand the truth.” 
Becoming greatly enraged in the progress of the 
discourse, it was no sooner closed than he began 
to challenge the preacher to a defence of his doc­
trines. As it was rather late, the clergyman who 
had been preaching declined a formal debate, but 
proposed that each should ask the other three 
questions, to which a direct answer should be re­
turned. This was agreed to. The Universalist 
began. Ilejwf his questions, which were prompt­
ly answered. It then came the Congregational- 
ist’s turn. His first question was—“Do you pray 
in your family?” Thunderstruck and dismayed, 
the preacher of smooth things knew not what to 
say. At length he asks, “Why, what has that to 
do with the truth of my doctrine?” “Much,” was 
the reply: “By their fruits ye shall know them.” 
At last, he frankly answered that he did not. Then 
tor the second question.—“When you get some­
what displeased, do you not sometimes make use 
of profane language?” This was carrying the war 
into the inner temple of the infidel abominations. 
But there was no door of escape. Answer he 
must. It was of no use to deny it. He confessed 
he was profane. “I will go no farther,” said the 
pious preacher: “I am satisfied;” and turning to 
the congregation, added—“I presume you are al­
so. You dare not trust your immortal welfare to 
a prayerless and profane guide.”
Here was a practical argument: a dozen lectures 
on the subject would not have done half as much 
good.— Western Recorder.
SUPPLY OF MISSIONARIES.
The death of the Rev. Mr. Cox, with whom I 
was intimately acquainted was a very affecting 
case; but it is encouraging to find others ready to 
take his place, and, it necessary, sacrifice their 
fives in the cause of the Redeemer.
It reminds me of an interesting fact, respecting 
the late war, as related to me by a gentleman, who 
was an eye witness.
When the British army was advancing upon 
Plattsburgh, and were marching in a solid column, 
a small detachment of American troops, with a sin­
gle piece of field artillery, advanced, and fired, 
and retreated; loaded and fired again, and again 
retreated. He said that he stood on an eminence, 
where he could over look the whole. He perceiv­
ed that the balls of the American canon in its suc­
cessive discharges made dreadful havoc in their 
solid column: and he could distinctly hear the 
voice of the British commander saying, « Fill up! 
Jill up! Jill up!" and the column closed, as if re­
gardless of the effect; and were by no means retar­
ded by the loss of the number killed and wounded.
It seems to me that the case is applicable to the 
Christian cause. When some fall in one station 
and some in another, methinks I hear the great 
Captain of our salvation saying to his faithful sol­
diers, “ Fill up, Jill up, Jill up!" And I rejoice to 
know that their places are filling up with heroic 
ardour; and that the progress of the gospel will 
by no means be retarded because death makes his 
inroads; but rather that the whole Christian ar­
my will be excited to double their efforts, till the 
last victory is achieved.—Ch. Watchman.
GAMBIER OBSERVER.
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Missionary Record run November—This number con­
tains much that is encouraging, and more that calls upon 
Episcopalians for renewed and more self-denying exertions, 
to sustain even the limited undertakings of the Society. A 
statement is made by the Secretary, from which it appears that
the expenditures of the Society for the current year amount
to the following sums :—
To Domestic Missionaries $1,950 00
For outfits to do, 475 00
Green Bay Mission, 5,350 00
Contingent expenses, 3,100 00




Secretary remarks, ** 1' rorn the above, representation, it 
will be seen that the sum of $20,000 at least, will be requisite 
to enable the Society to fulfil the engagements already enter­
ed into, or contemplated. And who that reflects upon the 
objects of the Institution and the great work which it is en­
deavoring to advance, will not consider it a privilege to con­
tribute, as GoJ has prospered them, to the raising of this 
amount?”
The Record contains the following cheering extract of a 
letter from Mr. llill, dated July 4.: — “All well: 417 in the 
schools, and increasing; buildings for schools nearly comple­
ted; prospects encouraging.”
Another matter of joy is the success of the plan for releas­
ing the church at Pensacola from its debt, the requisite sum
having been completed through the agency of the Rev. Mr. 
Steele, the’Society’s Missionary to that station. The follow­
ing sums arc reported by the Treasurer as having been receiv­
ed from Sept. 26th to Oct. 22d—From Vermont, $17 00; 
Rhodeisland, $121 45; Connecticut, $45 00; New-York 
$640 00; New-Jersey, $12 00; Pennsylvania, $83 19; 
Delaware, $4 00; Maryland, $70 00; Virginia, $62 00; 
North Carolina, $20 00; Ohio, $63 00; Tennessee, $3 00; 
Georgia, $10 00; American Tpict Society, $8 00; Collec­
tions for Pensacola, $903 6k; Total, $2361 28.
Sr. I’kter’s Church, Tecumseh, Michigan.—We find in 
the Detroit Courier un interesting account of the ceremony of 
laying the corner-stone of this Church, which took place on 
the 10th ult. Such an event is calculated to call up very 
pleasing reflections. The erection of a Christian temple in 
any situation possesses deeply interesting associations. As 
“houses of mercy,” and chosen places, where the Lord is 
pleased to record his name, and proclaim his promise to come 
to, and bless them that wait upon him, churches should be 
regarded with reverence and interest by all; but those who 
have found them to be such, who know what is meant by the 
term, “the means of grace” as there enjoyed, whose hearts 
still hold, among the best loved and cherished recollections of 
youth, the sound of the church-going bell, the solemn assem­
bly, and the voice of “common praise and prayer,” will feel 
that a peculiar importance attaches to such a work. The situa­
tion of this Church as the most western in that direction, gives 
it additional importance and interest. The following notice of 
the place is given in the Courier:—
The village of Tecumseh is one of the most pleasant in 
Michigan. Its situation and local advantages give it a de­
servedly important rank among the towns of our Territory ; 
and, we are quite sure, if its increase and prosperity do but 
keep pace with the enterprize, intelligence, and hospitality of 
its citizens, it must e’er long be the pride of Michigan, if not 
the “ Queen of the West.” With such a community, we may 
freely partake of the mingled emotions with which they ga­
thered around the “head of thecorner,” to invoke the Divine 
blessing on the importaht work before them;—and may they 
go on to its perfect completion, that soon they may dedicate to 
God a sanctuary, in which His Spirit will delight to dwell, and 
» here they will esteem it their highest privilege to worship 
II im in “the beauty of holiness.”
The Services were solemn and appropriate. The beautiful 
hymn, “Come ye disconsolate” was sung by a select choir 
with thrilling effect. The Prayers were offered by the Rev. 
Mr. Lyster, of the Episcopal, and Rev. Mr. Wells, of the 
Presbyterian Church.
An address was delivered on the occasion by the Rev. Mr. 
Lyster, the minister of the parish. It is founded on Matthew 
v- 1 —“A city that is set upon a hill, cannot be hid.” We 
have roam only for the following extract:__
Here we are led to an important branch of our Churches 
expected character. From its location, as well as from its ex­
istence it ought to be a peculiarly Missionary Church. Its 
members ought constantly to be planning, acting, and praying 
in behalf of the Society for Domestic and Foreign Missions : 
.very moment they can behold and perhaps feel the advantages
which are resulting from a blessing upon Missionary labor; 
they can scarce avoid perceiving the lament ible paucity and 
need of such labor throughout the wilderness around them, 
and they must he peculiarly destitute of Christian gratitude 
and philanthropy, if they permit such Heaven-sent knowledge 
to lie slumbering in their bosoms. If they do not awake to 
a sense of doty, lift up their voices and their pens, and make 
our community at once the echo of every western cry for aid, 
and the earnest and disinterested almoner of eastern benevo­
lence. It stands like the priest of old, “between the dead 
and the living;” and there like him, it ought to continue 
standing till each neighboring “plague be stayed.” It is a
•candle of the Lord,” and must not be concealed beneath the 
earthly “bushels” of heartlessness and sloth; placed as it were, 
on the boundary bet ween Christian light and heathen darkness, 
it should catch the living rays from the one, and transmit them 
unpolluted into the other. An incessant call of “come over 
and help us,” should peal from out this building to the very 
islands of the Atlantic, while every breeze that passes above ns 
on the way towards the opposite ocean, ought to bear on its 
hurrying wings, “awake, awake thou that sleepest.”
A New Periodical—The Rev. Leonard Woods, Jr. of 
New-York, has issued proposals for publishing a new Quar­
terly Journal under the title of the “Literary and Theologi­
cal Review," to be commenced the 1st of January 1334. “ The
leading object of the work will he to exhibit and maintain the 
great doctrines of revelation, and to illustrate their importance 
and practical influence. It will also contain reviews and dis­
sertations of a literary character. Writers of well-known re­
putation are expected to contribute to the several departments 
of the woik. Each number will contain from 150 to 200 pa­
ges. The price to subscribers will be $3 a year. A liberal 
allowance will be made to agents, and to theological students, 
who unite in taking the work.”
P.ELISIOUS INTELLIGENCE.
Episcopal Acts, by Bishop Onderdonk, of New- York.—On 
Thursday, October 17, in Christ Church, Cow Neck, Queen’s 
county, tiie Rev. Joseph F. Phillips, Deaeon, the Minister of 
that Church, was admitted by the Bishop of this Diocese to 
the holy Order of Priests. The Morning Prayer was read 
by the Rev. William Berrian, D. D., Rector of Trinity 
Church, New-York, (who also presented the candidate,) and 
the Lessons by the Rev. William L. Johnson, Rector of 
Grace Church, Jamaica, Queen’s eounty; and the Sermon 
preached by toe Bishop. The Rev. Eli Wheeler, Rector of 
Zion Church, Little Neck, Queen’s county, was also present, 
and assisted in the laying on of hands.
In the afternoon, the Bishop confirmed seven in the same 
church.
On Sunday, the 20th inst., by the Rt. Rev. Bishop Onder­
donk, 8 persons, were confirmed in the new congregation of St. 
Paul s Church,at the Quarantine, Staten Island.—Churchman.
We are happv to learn from the Boston papers that the re­
port is premature which had assigned to the Rev. Dr. Wain­
wright the Rectory of Trinity Church, in Boston, in exchange 
for that of Grace Church, N. Y.—lb.
Day of Prayer for the Conversion of the World— 
The first Monday of January, 1834, has been appointed by 
several eeelesiastieal bodies in this country, to be observed as 
a day of special prayer for the out-pouring of the Holy Spirit 
upon the world, and they desire Christians and Churches every 
where, to unite in this concert. Will not all such in every land, 
respond, “1 will go also,” and be “agreed as touching this one 
thing that they shall ask.”
A closet concert of prayer for missionaries, and for a bles­
sing on their labors, is observed by some every Saturday eve­
ning, and all who pray are earnestly requested to unite in it. 
“ Who but thou, Almighty Spirit,
Can a sinful world reclaim.”
All Editors of religious papers are respectfully requested 
to give this a speedy insertion.—N. Y. Evangelist.
Annivkrsarx of the Bible Society.—The Cincinnati
Bible Society held a public meeting, on Tuesday evening.__
The President, Rev. S. W. Lynd, of the Baptist Church, 
took the chair.
The first speaker was the Rev. Mr. Davis, of Hartford, 
Connecticut. In advocating the distribution of the Bible, he 
adverted felicitously to Paul, who esteemed the privileges of 
the Jewish nation, not by the stupendous miracles by which 
they had been sustained, but from the fact that to them had 
been committed the oracles of God. Lie argued the value of 
the Bible from its plenary inspiration, its important subjects, 
and the excellence of its moral precepts. The only foundation 
of morality, is a correct moral standard. In pagan nations 
morality is unknown.
Mr. Davis was followed by Bellamy Slorer, Esq. of Cincin­
nati, who contended with great feeling and eloquence that the 
, diflusion of the Bible is indispensable to the perpetuity of our 
free institutions. He alluded to China, Turkey, Italy, Por­
tugal and Spain, and showed that wherever the Bible was un­
known, or locked up by popery, the people are slaves. No­
thing but the sanctions of religion drawn from the Bible can 
secure our lives and property in courts of justice or prevent 
the spread of anarchy and bloodshed. The Bible offers a 
platform where all Christians can meet and hold fellowship. 
It lies at the foundation of all effort for the happiness of man 
or the glory of God.
Dr. Edwards then rose, and offered a resolution, that as the 
Bible is the grand means of intellectual elevation, moral pu­
rity, civil freedom, and eternal life, its universal diflusion claims
ne sunrages oi evn j ........ ------------------------- ---- -------------
unusually thrilling and impressive- He drew a contrast be­
tween Christian and heathen nations. Christians build their 
churches on the rock; but one pagan temple has sixty pillars, 
and each pillar rests on a sacrificed human body. Christians 
respect truth; hut Sir William Tones testified, alter twenty 
years* residence in India, that he never knew a Hindoo, who 
would not perjure himself for money. In Christian families, 
the kindest sympathies abound; but in heathen lands it is not 
so. There the mother murders her own infants. In South 
America and Prance, struggles have been made for civil liberty, 
but it is vain to attempt to strike the collar irom the neck ot 
nations, so long as the mind remains in bondage. He, in 
conclusion, told” a story of a dying heathen, who asked his 
priest, where his soul would go. Into such an animal, was the 
reply. Where shall I go then? Into another. Where then? 
Three hundred and sixty million times you will change, from 
animal to animal. Hut where, cried the dying man, shall I 
go then? Ah! said the Doctor, he needed the Bible, to tell 
where his eternity must be spent.
Dr. Beecher then made an address, in which were many 
striking thoughts, but we are not able to furnish even an ab­
stract. ° We think the meeting exerted a good influence.
New Stereotype Bibi.es.—The sum of $1,500 has been 
raised in New-York by voluntary contribution, to purchase a 
set of stereotype plates of the Bible, for the New-York Epis­
copal Bible and Prayer Book Society. The form is 12mo. 
and the type, a novel pattern, from the foundary of Messrs. 
Conner and Cooke, combining in an unusual degree, conden­
sation with clearness.—Ar. Y. Evangelist.
Cause of Seamen at the West—The Rev. Stephen Feet, 
agent of the American Seamen’s Friend Society on the Wes­
tern waters, acknowledges the receipt ot $643, for the Socie­
ty, besides what has been contributed for building a chapel at 
Cleaveland. Of the above sum, $305 was given at Detroit 
alone. Wliat Eastern village has done as much for this im­
portant society, now deprived of its principal agent, and great­
ly needing aid. Something should be done—N. Y. Evang.
The Sabbath.—We mentioned some time since, that the 
Town Council of Columbia, S. C. had passed an ordinance 
prohibiting store keepers from the transaction of business on 
Sunday, and that two individuals had been fined for a viola­
tion of the law. An appeal was made by the defendants to 
a superior Court, and the opinion of Judge Martin has been 
obtained in the case. The Judge sustains, unequivocally, the 
ordinance, and refused the motion for prohibitions.—Nat. Int.
The Bishop of London is, we are happy to observe, at­
tempting to diminish the multitude of oaths, which are by 
the existing laws required to he taken, especially those which 
are imposed on young persons at the Universities, Schools, 
&c. Many of these are useless, and to some of them explana­
tory cautions have long since been authoritatively annexed, 
which Tender the taking of the oath little more than a matter 
of form, which is certainly a very improper trifling with a se­
rious subject. We trust his lordship will prove successful in 
his arduous undertaking.—London Christian Guardian.
The London papers announce the death of Mrs. Hannah 
More on the 7th of September. Her life has been protracted 
beyond the expectations of either her friends or herself, and 
she has long stood in calm and peaceful preparation for her 
departure. Those who have studied her character in her 
works, or had the happiness to behold it in her life can scarce­
ly fail to exclaim, “ Blessed are the dead who die in the Lord; 
of none perhaps can it be more appropriately said she “rests 
from her labors and her works do follow her,” for few have 
ever labored so faithfully or so successfully for the glory of God 
and the good of man.—Epis. Rec.
During Dr. Chalmer’s late visit to London, his three ser­
mons preached for the National Scotch Church, Regent’s- 
square, produced 6007. I Is. 6(7., beside 7007. in donations, in­
cluding 1007. each from the Duke of Buccleugh and Marquis 
of Bute, and 507. from the Marquis of Abercorn.
1’rotestant Church in Paris__ The foundation of the
first Protestant Episcopal Church ever built in Paris, was laid 
in May, in the Rue d’Auguesseau, Faubourg St. Honore, by 
the Rt. Rev. Bishop Luscombe.
Rowism.—The disciples of the singular doctrines known 
under this title, being prevented from any longer coming for­
ward in the churches of this city, have betaken themselves to 
the public streets, in order to proclaim their principles, tor 
the two last nights Mr. Carlyle, who has of late acquired so 
much notoriety, has been publicly preaching in the High­
street, in front of St. Giles’ Church. A crowd was immedi­
ately collected, who appeared to listen with decorum and at­
tention while Mr. Carlyle proceeded in the exposition of his 
new and extraordinary creed, lie spoke in a wild, enthusi­
astic, and desultory strain, repeating twice or oftener certain 
words that appeared to him pointed or energetic; 3nd there 
was an evident imitation of Mr. Irving’s high-flown style. 
Among other extravagances, he laid claim to the title of an 
evangelist, especially commissioned by God to preach glad ti­
dings to the people that were hearing him, and told them W 
consider this as an evidence of the care of God over them- 
Last night he proceeded in the same extravagant strain, repro­
bating all the Churches of this and every other country, as 
being carried away by Babylonish corruptions. The audience 
preserved good order, and listened to him with decent atten­
tion ; though they were occasionally tempted to smile at the 





Public Schools in Cincinnati—The Board of Trustees 
arid Visiters submitted their annual report to the City Coun­
cil on the 22d ult. This document gives a full account of the 
condition of the schools. During the year, 100 dollars in 
books have been distributed as premiums. The tuition fund, 
the last year, has been increased from $4,409 87 to $14,279 
15 cents; of which $7,778 71 have been expended; leaving 
a balance of $6,500 44 in the treasury.
The building fund, within the same period, was increased 
from the previous balance of $1,368 17 to $6,453 61; o 
which $2,797 62 have been expended.
The estimated receipts of the present year are—for the tui­
tion fund, $10,200; for the building fund, $5,100; total, 
$15,300.
The number of scholars enrolled for attendance is 2,300.
The board have it in contemplation to change some of the 
books now used; but as frequent changes are undesirable, they 
announce none for the present. They complain much of in­
adequate school houses, and rejoice that a speedy negotiation 
of the $50,000 remaining of the school loan, seems likely to 
be made, which will facilitate the erection of adequate build­
ings. Cheap apparatus has been provided for the schools, and 
more valuable will be added as soon as new buildings can be 
obtained. We give the concluding paragraph in their own 
language.
“The Board, in conclusion, are free to state, that the Com­
mon Schools of Cincinnati, although they have not yet real­
ized all the anticipations of their'enlightened and patriotic 
founders, are by no means in a condition to warrant discour­
agement or doubt as to their final destiny. Though planted 
in a soil but lately rescued from the savage, and among a peo­
ple gathered promiscuously from every clime, (scarcely even 
amalgamated in the use of a common language) these noble 
institutions are yet, slowly but surely advancing towards the 
accomplishment of all they were designed to promote; and 
will, in due time, if properly fostered and sustained, contribute 
their full share towards the general conviction, now happily 
at hand,—that universal intelligence is the only sure foundation 
of liberty and virtue.”—Cincinnati Journal,
Harvard University,—From the Annual Catalogue of this 
Institution, it appears that the whole number of the under­
graduates is 216, of whom 53 are Seniors, 61 Juniors, 52 So­
phomores, and 47 Freshmen. There are 28 Theological Stu­
dents, 51 Law, and 85 Medical.
The necessary expenses for a year, included in the College 
bills, are as follows:—Instruction, Library, Lecture Rooms, 
Steward’s Department, Rent and care of Room, $90; Board 
for 42 weeks at $1 90 per week, $79 80; Text-books, $12 
50 cents; Special Repairs, &c., about $3;—Total, 179.
Other expenses must vary with’the economy of each stu­
dent. Wood and coal ready for use are delivered at the Stu­
dent’s Rooms, by the University, at $7 50 per cord for wood, 
and $8 00 per ton for coal. Wood unsawed, &c., can usually 
be obtained from the country, at $6 00 per cord. The price 
of Washing is from $3 00 to $5 00 per quarter. The rent 
of the rooms in private houses, from $25 OO to $52 OO per 
annum. Board in the town from $2 00 to $3 00. 1 he stu­
dents find their own beds and furniture.
The Law Library of this University contains 3,000 vol­
umes, the Medical, 1,000; the Public, 35,000;—lotal 39,- 
000.—Bost. Merc. Jour,
Rev. C. P. Krauth, of Philadelphia, has been elected Pro­
fessor of Biblical and Oriental Literature in the Lutheran 
Theological Seminary at Gettysburgh, and Professor of Mor­
al and Intellectual Science in the Pennsylvanian College, in 
the same place.—-5’. <S’. Jour.
The Rev. Mr. Babcock has resigned his pastoral relation 
with the first Baptist Society of Salem, Mass. lie has been 
unanimously chosen President of the Waterville College.
A theological controversy has been agreed upon between 
the Rev. Mr. Whitemore, of Cambridge, Editor of the Uni- 
versalist Trumpet, and the Rev. Mr. Braman, of Danvers, 
who advocates the doctrine of Future Endless Punishment. 
The discussion, which is sectionally novel, is to take place at 
the meeting house of the latter gentleman in North Danvers, 
Mass., on the 31st inst. and to be regulated by a moderator, 
mutually agreed upon.
The number of students who have already joined Yale Col­
lege is about 140; of these 125 have entered the Freshmen, 
11 the Junior, and the remainder the Sophomore Class. 
More, we understand, are expected to oiler for examination.
School-Masters for LibcriaJN e understand that colored teach­
ers in the higher branches of learning, may be advantageously 
employed in the Colony of Liberia, and that funds are pledg­
ed for their support. Application to be made at the office of 
the Colonization Society in New-York..—N. Y. Ohs,
Rev. John Wheeler was dismissed from his pastoral charge 
in this place on Wednesday last, by a unanimous vote of the 
council. It is understood, of course, that he has accepted the 
office of President of the University of "Vermont.— Vermont 
Chronicle.
It is stated that Dwight’s system of theology has passed 
through thirty editions in England, and through eight in this 
country.
New System of Colonization.—A correspondent of the Eman­
cipator states from the authority of the Secretary of the Ma­
ryland State Society, that this Society has devised a new plan 
,for effecting the removal of the colored population to Africa.
“They have resolved to establish a colony at Cape Palmas, 
(the best location on the whole western coast of Africa.) This 
colony will be entirely independent and irrespective in its own 
operations of the general society, or of the Liberia colony.
; Entire abstinence from ardent spirits is to be the condition of 
1 admission to its privileges. It will colonize only the blacks of 
i Maryland. It is desired that each state should thus singly 
1 take into its own hands the charge of colonizing its own popu­
lation, without the aid of any commissioners like the general 
Society. The North is to take no part in the plans of any 
of the States, except that they may contribute money when 
solicited by these states. The American Colonization Socie­
ty will not be opposed by Maryland, but if this plan should 
be adopted, its operations will be chiefly unnecessary.”
Colonization in New-York—We learn from the Journal o 
Commerce, that the Committee appointed at the recent meet­
ing in that city to raise $20,000 for the Society, have com­
menced their business, and that two of them have already re­
ceived over $1,000 in a small portion of Pearl street. The 
Observer thinks it would not be difficult to raise $50,000 at i 
this time in the State of N. Y__ Spirit of the Age.
Mr. Durant’s 9th ascension was made, on Monday last, 
in beautiful style, from Baltimore. The evening was a de­
lightful one for the purpose. The wind was westwardly, and 
the Aeronaut determined to cross the Bay. The Baltimore 
papers, of Tuesday, stated that he was last seen sailing in an 
eastern direction. lie did not, however, go quite across, but, 
seeing a Steam Boat steering for him, descended and was tak­
en on hoard of the Independence, from which, with his Ba- 
loon, &c. he was transferred to the boat bound for Baltimore, 
where he arrived about 3 o’clock on Tuesday morning.—Po- 
itical Arena.
Colonization Meeting in Newark, N. J.—A public meeting 
was held in Newark, N. J., in the Rev. Mr. Hamilton’s church, 
on Tuesday evening, I5th inst., to aid the objects of the Amer­
ican Colonization Society. Addresses were made by Rev. 
Mr. Gurley, Secretary of the Society, and by the Hon. The­
odore Frelinghuysen. A deep interest was manifested, and a 
collection taken up exceeding two hundred dollars.--Ibid.
Latest From Captain Bach.—On Thursday last, four bark 
canoes belonging to the Hudson’s Bay Company, arrived at 
La Chine, near Montreal, from the interior, with passengers 
belonging to that concern. The latest accounts of Captain 
Back, by these arrivals, are up to 10th July, from Cumberland 
House, reporting favorably of the health and progress of the 
whole expedition. Capt. Back arid Dr. King were proceed­
ing in a light canoe, followed by two boats, the last bearing 
their luggage, provisions, and other appointments. His des­
patches for England were to go by the Hudson’s Bay.
Vermont__ The Legislature of Vermont met at Montpe­
lier on the 10th inst. The organization of the House and the 
canvass of the votes show that the Anti-Masonic Governor, 
Lieutenant Governor, Treasurer and Councillors, are all elect­
ed. The Legislature, to judge by the choice of Speaker, is 
Anti-Masonic, John Smith, the candidate of that party, being 
elected on the first ballot, by a majority of four votes out of 
244.
There is scarcely a greater degree of mortality on record, as 
occurring in one family, than that mentioned as having recent­
ly taken place in the family of Daniel Ramby, of Berks co. 
Pa. From the 28th of August to the 22d of September, no 
less than seven members of this family, including its bead, 
were carried off. The general want of cleanliness, and a cellar 
filled with stagnant water, are said to have been the probable 
cause of this unusual fatality in one household.
The Irving mania seems to be extending in England. A 
late London paper says: “Yesterday the congregation of an 
Episcopal chapel in Chelsea, of which the Rev. Mr. Owen is 
the tninister, were alarmed by the sudden interruption of the 
service, occasioned by a Mr. Byfield, the father-in-law of the 
minister, and a gentleman of great respectability, who pro­
nounced in a loud voice some short sentences concerning the 
second appearing of Christ. It is said that Mr. Owen him­
self is inoculated with the mania.
An ingenious Frenchman has formed a figure of Napoleon 
Buonaparte, which moves, not fin appearance only, but actu­
ally, as in the act of respiration. This artificial figure yields 
to pressure, except in those parts where, in the living body, bones 
would present resistance ; and on the removal of the external 
force, resumes, almost like real flesh and blood, its original 
shape. The parts of the body which arc exposed, namely, 
the face and hands, bear a strong resemblance in form, color 
aud texture, to the human. The figure is dressed in military 
costume, and reclines on a couch, seemingly asleep.
A Law School has been opened in Cincinnati, Ohio, by 
Judges Wright and Goodenow, and Messrs. Kidgand Walker.
The process of inserting the tubes into the rock recently 
bored at Holt’s Hotel, says the Gazette, was performed with 
perfect success the past week. The manner was exceedingly 
simple, but it required great skill and care. The tubes are 
brass, tinned inside and out, and made in the most substantial 
manlier. The pump will shortly he finished and the proprie- 
or’s wishes will, it is believed, be fully realized.
The Macon Telegraph of the 10th inst. says, “We consi­
der Lumpkin’s re-election as safe. And in the Legislature, 
though there may be a good many Nullifiers, we have no 
doubt of the Union men having the ascendancy.”
FOREIGN.
By an arrival at this port, says the N. Y. Observer, Lon­
don and Bordeaux papers have been received to Sept. 20tli.
The army of Don Miguel under General Bourmont made 
an attack upon Lisbon on the 5th of Sept, but without suc­
cess. On the 6th and 7tli it was supposed that Gen. B. was 
preparing to renew the assault, but so late as the evening of 
the 7th, no new attack had been made. The loss of the Mi • 
guelites on the 5th is variously represented from 300 to 1,400 
killed and wounded.
The great topic of conversation in London was the Con­
gress ol the three Sovereigns of the Holy Alliance in Bohe­
mia. 3 he tories were anticipating from this Congress a grand 
conservative movement which would arrest reform and intim­
idate its friends, and the liberals were fearful of some new 
crafty attack upon the liberties of Europe. The Dutch pa­
pers were full of confidence that their sovereign would yet he 
supported by the Cabinets of St. Petersburgh and Vienna; 
and at the latest dates there was a report that the support of 
Holland against Belgium, had actually been resolved upon by 
the Holy Alliance.
A letter received in London from Berlin on the 20th of 
Sept, announces that the Prussian government had ordered 
a new levy of troops, and had contracted for a new loan. 
Holland also, it is said, had augmented her army, and was 
evidently expecting and preparing for war.
i The United States’ ship Delaware, of 80 guns, which sailed 
from New-York on the 11th of August, with Mr. Livingston, 
envoy of the United States to France, arrived at Cherbourg 
on the evening of the 12th ult.
The Queen of Portugal arrived at Portsmouth on the 8th 
uit. and was received with the honors due to her rank. She 
had been formally recognized, not only by England, but by 
France and Sweden. On the 6th she left Portsmouth in the 
Soho steamer for Lisbon.
It is officially announced that the cholera has ceased to ex­
ist in London. Clean bills of health were to be issued on the 
19th.
The Royal Academy of Medicine and Surgery at Seville 
have admitted that the symptoms manifested in the case of va­
rious persons in that city, are those of cholera. The cholera 
is at Avamonte as well as at Huelvos.
The packet ship Virginia, Capt. Harris, arrived in Liver­
pool in 17 days from New-York, and made the run from land 
to land in 14. So pleasant was the weather that her royals 
were never once taken in during the passage.
The health of the King of Spain continued without any 
material change. His disease is the gout.
Thu cholera has made its appearance in Spain with great 
malignity, particularly in the towns of Seville and Granada. 
'Phe intelligence of its having broken out in these places reach­
ed Malaga about Sept. 8th. Much alarm existed at the latter 
place on account of its approach, as it was known to be within 
18 leagues of that city.
The Nuremberg Correspondentof August 31st says: “Three 
of the Southern Powers of Germany have received notice from 
the Germanic Diet to hold an army in readiness to pass over 
the frontier into Switzerland, in case its existing civil discords 
should become dangerous to the peace of the neighboring 
states.”
Late from England.—New-York, Oct. 23.—By the pack­
et Ship Philadelphia, Captain Morgan, we have received Lon­
don dates to Sept. 20th, inclusive.
’File excitement growing out of the meeting of the three 
Northern Sovereigns in Bohemia, and the suspicions in regard 
to its ultimate objects, were by no means diminishing.
Two tremendous fires occurred at Constantinople, within a 
week of each other, the first of which destroyed 500 houses, 
and the second 250 houses and 600 shops.
M. Thiers, the French Minister of Public Works, was 
making his tour of observation in England, and was every 
where rccoived with distinguished respect.
“The remains of the late Mrs. Hannah More were removed 
on the 13th, from Windsor-terrace, Clifton, and interred in 
the family vault in Wrighton church yard. After all legacies 
are paid, the residue goes to the Bristol Infirmary. She was 
the intimate friend of Mr. Wilberforce, and, like him, parti­
cularly wished her funeral should be devoid of public para­
phernalia; but, in its stead, suits of mourning to be given to 
15 poor old men of her acquaintance. In this respect her 
wish has been obeyed. On passing through Bristol all the 
bells of the churches tolled; at the entrance of her native par­
ish the scene was imposing! About a mile from Wrighton 
all the gentlemen of the neighborhood met the procession, and 
for the last half mile the road on cither side was lined with 
villagers, chiefly in black, scarcely one without a ribband. 
At the entrance of the village, charity children, amounting 
to more than two hundred, with a great number of the cler­
gy in their gowns, beaded the procession. Her remains lia 
near the grave of Locke.”—National Intelligencer.
Explosion in a Coal Pit.—S fearful accident happened near 
the Red Bull public-house, between Dudley and Oldbury, 
Shropshire, on Saturday last, by the explosion of gas in a coal 
pit. It is melancholy to relate that no fewer than 13 men 
have thus mot with an untimely death. The pit, although 
very deep, sent up the flames through the shaft as from the 
mouth of a chimney on fire.
Thu Limerick Temperance Society now numbers 360 Mem­
bers; many of whom were persons of notoriously inveterate 
habits of intemperance, and reduced to a state of wretched­
ness inseparable from habits of intoxication, but are now tem­
perate, orderly, and respectable members of Society, enjoying 
with their families ease, comfort, and comparative independ­
ence.
Letters from Ancona, of the 30th August, state the receipt 
of intelligence from Corfu that a revolution had broken out 
in Turkish Albania, but they give no particulars.
Home, Sept. 1—That errant heroine, the late Duchess of 
Berri, together with her spouse and infant, arrived here on 
the 21st of August, and has taken up her former quarters in 
the Hotel de l’Europe.
It appears that a portion of the clergy of the Irish Estab­
lishment are determined to reject the liberal arrangement of 
the British Government, and to renew the contest with the 
peasantry for the enforcement of tithes. In the county of 






I need a cleansing change within:
My lite must once again begin.
New hope I need; and hope renewed,
And more than human fortitude;
New faith, new love, and strength to cast 
Away the fetters of the past.
Ah, why did fabling Poets tell,
That Lethe only flows in hell?
As if, in truth there was no river,
Whereby the leper may be clean,
But that which flows, and flows for ever,
And crawls along, unheard, unseen;
Where brutish spirits, in contagious shoals,
Quaff’ the dull drench of apathetic souls.
Ah no! but Lethe flows aloft 
With lulling murmur, kind and soft 
As voice which sinners send to heaven,
When first they feel their sins forgiven:
Its every drop as bright and clear 
Af if indeed it were a tear 
Shed by the lovely Magdalen 
For Him who was despised of men.
It is the only fount of bliss 
In all the human wilderness.
It is the true Bethesda—solely 
Endued with healing might and holy;
Not once a year, but evermore;
Not one, but all men to restore.
FUNERAL OF A SABBATTI-SCIIOOL SCHOLAR. 
BY MRS. SIGOURNEY.
As smit by sudden storms, the rose 
Sinks on the garden’s breast,
Down to the grave our brother goes,
In its cold amis to rest.
No more with us his tuneful voice 
The hymn of praise shall swell;
No more his cheerful heart rejoice 
To hear the Sabbath bell.
Yet if in yonder cloudless sphere,
Amid a sinless throng,
lie warbles to his Saviour’s ear 
The everlasting song—
No more we’ll mourn the buried friend—
But lift our earnest prayer,
And daily every effort bend 
To rise and join him there.
MISCELLANY.
From the Lexington Intelligencer.
Cantonment Leavenworth, (Mo.)—An extract from the
Journal of a Clergyman visiting the different Indian Tribes 
on the Upper Missouri, for the purpose of locating schools 
among them.
“The country, so far as I have travelled, is the most de­
lightful 1 have ever seen, and its scenery the most picturesque 
imaginable. In either beauty or variety, it cannot, I would 
think, be surpassed, even by Switzerland and the Alps; and in 
fertility and salubrity is not inferior to any part of our exten­
sive territory. The land is principally prairie, with a surface 
in general beautifully rolling, but in some places, and espe­
cially along the rivers and streams, it becomes hilly—leaping 
down in graceful declivities—spreading out into fertile plains, 
and again rising into high hills, which overlook a vast extent 
of the surrounding country, which presents on all sides one 
continued scene of fairy enchantment.
Cantonment Leavenworth is a place of perfect romance. 
Jtis situated on a bluff of moderate height, the base of which 
is washed by the Missouri; and which immediately in front 
has a gentle descent to the river. The Garrison is laid off 
with considerable taste in a small grove of watet-oak, which 
is mostly left standing, and gives to it the appearance of a 
beautiful Villa, built for quiet retirement. The country back 
of it is gently undulating for half a mile, when it rises in a 
high hill or ridge, which running round, in the form of an 
amphitheatre, terminates in the plain below, in a high point, 
called ‘ Pilot Knob. d.hts knob it is said can be seen from 
the Missouri, at the distance of forty miles.
No place that I have ever seen seems so well calculated for 
tne scene of a romantic tale. J?he officers and soldiers of the 
garrison (most of the officers have families,) form a pleasant 
little circle of acquaintance, and with them the delighted trav­
eller finds the urbanity, intelligence, and refinement of the 
city, which might well he unlooked for at such a distance from 
the abodes of civilization.
About four miles up the river is an Indian village; so that 
an hours ride will bring you to the rude wigwams of the sav­
age; and another hour will transfer you into an uninhabited 
wild, stretching thousands of miles westward, unenlivened by 
human beings, save when occasionally lighten by the lonely 
camp-fire of the Mountain Trapper, or the skin-lodge of the 
roving Indian, as be wanders in pursuit of the Buffalo.
In the evening I ascended the ridge which rises in grace­
ful majesty west of the garrison,-with its deep green bosom 
and lotty top inviting contemplation, and from its summit en­
joyed a prospect, in comparison with which, the most fascina­
ting dream of romance would be tame and insipid. In front
lies the beautiful amphitheatre, which you look down upon, 
spreading out towards the river, about five miles in length, 
and from a half to three miles in width ; with the cattle and 
horses belonging to the garrison, grazing upon its luxuriant 
herbage. At the northern extremity of this amphitheatre, 
and near the river, stands Cantonment Leavenworth, with its 
white buildings peeping through the trees, which conceal it 
just sufficiently to render the view the most delightfully pic­
turesque. Above and below to a vast distance, is seen the 
low valley, through which the Missouri winds its serpentine 
course; here and there displaying a broad sheet of water, and 
again bid amid the deep groves of cotton-wood, which clothe 
its fertile bottoms. ,
On the west, ‘The eye delights to rove and feast. .thou­
sands of green carpeted hills and enamelled plains, lie grouped 
together in the most beautiful irregularity, and in such a man­
ner as to defy description, interspersed with groves of timber 
__hill after bill, with their smooth green tops rising in far suc­
cession, until they seem to mingle with the horizon, and ‘melt 
away into the light of heaven.’ And you massy heap of 
fleecy clouds piled in gorgeous columns, seeming to press the 
ver<re of the horizon, rising in various, fanciful and airy forms, 
edged and bespangled with purple, by tire setting sun ; with a 
little poetic fancy we might readily imagine the guardian an­
gels of the scene, hovering around their pavilion of light, and 
pressing the tops of the velvet covered hills, with their glitter­
ing sandals, having come down to gaze upon and admire a 
scene from every part of which,
“ All gay with life and eloquent with bliss,t 
is reflected the praise and the glory, the wisdom and the good­
ness of Him, who fills, and surrounds, supports, and rules over 
all.
But it does not need the aid of fancy to give it interest. 
There is a delightful reality, a breathing scene of beauty and 
sublimity, in the description of which the wealth of language 
is turned into penury,—a scene, in the contemplation of which, 
the soul can feel, and the mind can think, until feeling and 
thought seem left behind, or absorded in that holy elevation, 
with which the soul rises from ‘nature up to nature’s God,’ and 
even on this side of eternity, delights to mingle in the song 
of the angels around the throne, ascribing ‘ Blessing, and hon­
or, and glory, and power, to- Him that sitteth on the throne, 
and to the Lamb forever and ever !’
But ‘tint after tint now fades away.’ The roll of the eve­
ning drum, and the faint so.und of the fife and bugle, from the 
garrison, warn me to retire; and at the same time remind me 
of that hospitality, so freely extended to a stranger, and which 
none but a stranger knows how to appreciate.
W. D. S.
Spanish Devotional Poetry.—The most prevailing char­
acteristics of Spanish devotional poetry are warmth of imagi­
nation, and depth and sincerity of feeling. The conception 
is always striking and original, and when not degraded by 
dogmas, and the poor, puerile conceits arising from them, 
beautiful and sublime. This results from the frame and tem­
perament of the mind, and is a general characteristic of the 
Spanish poets, not only in this department of song, but in all 
the others. The very ardor of imagination, which, exercised 
upon minor themes, leads them into extravagance and hyper­
bole, when left to net in a higher and wider sphere, conducts 
them nearer and nearer to perfection. When imagination 
spreads its wings in tin- bright regions of devotional song,— 
in the pure empyrean,- -judgment should direct its course, but 
there is no danger of its soaring too high. The heavenly 
land still lies beyond its utmost flight. There are heights it 
cannot reach; there are fields of air, which tire its wing; there 
is a splendor which dazzles its vision; for there is a glory, 
‘which eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, nor hath it entered 
into the heart of man to conceive.’
But perhaps the greatest charm of the devotional poets of 
Spain is their sincerity. Most of them were ecclesiastics,— 
men who had in sober truth renounced the realities of this 
life, for hopes and promises of another. We are not to sup­
pose that all who take holy orders are saints; but we should 
he still farther from believing that all arc hypocrites. It 
would he even more absurd to suppose, that none are sincere 
in their professions, than that all are. Besides, with whatev­
er feelings a man may enter the monastic life, there is some­
thing in its discipline and privations, which has a tendency to 
wean the mind from earth,—and to fix it upon Heaven. 
Doubtless many have seemingly renounced the world from 
motives of worldly aggrandizement; and others have renounc­
ed it, because it has renounced them. The former have car­
ried with them to the cloister their earthly ambition, and the 
latter their dark misanthropy; and though many have daily 
kissed the cross, and yet grown hoary in iniquity, and shrived 
their souls that they might sin more gaily on,—yet solitude 
works miracles in the heart, and many who enter the cloister 
Irom worldly motives, find it a school wherein the soul may 
be trained to more holy purposes and desires. There is not 
half the corraption and hypocrisy within the convent’s wall, 
that the church bears the shame of hiding in its bosom. 
Hermits may be holy men, though knaves have sometimes 
been hermits. Were they all hypocrites, who of old for their 
soul s sake exposed their naked bodies to the burning sun of 
Syria? Were they, who wandered houseless in the solitudes 
of Lngaddi? Were they, who dwelt beneath the palm-trees 
by the Red Sea?—Oh, no! They were ignorant,—they were 
deluded,—they were fanatic,—but they were not hypocrites, 
—it there be any sincerity in human profession and human 
actions,—that were not hypocrites. During the middle ages, 
there was corruption in the church,—foul, shameful corrup­
tion; and now also hypocrisy may scourge itself in feigned 
repentance and ambition hide its face beneath a hood; yet all 
is not therefore rottenness that wears a cowl! Many a pure 
spirit, through heavenly-mindedness, and an ardent, though 
mistaken zeal, has fled from the temptations of the world to 
seek in solitude and self-communion, a closer walk with God,
And not in vain. They have found the peace they sought
They have felt, indeed, what many profess to feel, but do not 
feel,—that they are strangers and sojourners here, travellers 
who are bound for their home in a far country. It is this 
feeling, which we speak of as giving a peculiar charm to the 
devotional poetry of Spain. We compare its spirit with the 
spirit which its authors have exhibited in their lives. They 
speak of having given up the world, and it is no poetical hy. 
perbole;—they speak of longing to be free from the weakness 
of the flesh, that they may commence their conversation in 
Heaven, and we feel that they had already begun it in. lives of 
penitence, meditation and prayer.—Prof. Longfellow.
Hard Words.—A young clergyman, who had delivered a 
discourse in place of an aged brother minister, requested the 
opinion of the latter respecting it.
‘ O,’ said lie plainly, ‘many of the words you used were be­
yond the comprehension of your hearers;—thus the word in­
ference for instance, perhaps not half of my parishioners under­
stood its meaning.’
‘Inference, inference!’ exclaimed the other; ‘why, every 
one must understand that.’
‘ I think you will find it not so; there’s my clerk now, he 
prides himself upon bis learning, and in truth he is very in­
telligent; we will try him: Zacbcriah, my brother here wishes 
you to draw an inference—can you do it?’
‘Why, I’m pretty strong; but Johanadab, the coachman, 
is stronger than I, I’ll ask him.’
Zacliariah went out a few minutes after the coachman, and 
returned.
‘Johanadab says, he has never tried to draw an inference, 
sir; but he reckons his horse can draw any thing that the tra­
ces will hold. ’— Young Men's Advocate.
Remarkable Coincidence__ Mr. Hawley has published a
communication in the Advertiser of Rochester, stating that 
on the same day General Arnold died in England, the oak 
tree under which Messrs. Van Wart and Williams captured 
Major Andre, in Tarrytown, was struck with lightning and 
shivered to pieces.
Different Length of the Fingers.—The difference in 
the length of the fingers serves a thousand purposes, adapting 
the hand and fingers, as in holding a rod, a switch, a sXvord, a 
hammer, a pen or pencil, engraving tool, &c. in all which a 
secure hold and freedom of motion are admirably combined; 
Nothing is more remarkable, as forming a part of the pros­
pective design to prepare an instrument fitted for the various 
uses of the human hand, than the manner in which the deli­
cate and moving apparatus of the palm and fingers is guarded. 
The power with which the hand grasps, as when a sailor lays 
hold to raise his body to the rigging, would be great for the 
texture of mere tendons, nerves, and vessels; they would be 
crushed, were not every part that hears the pressure defended 
with a cushion of fat, as elastic as that which we have describ­
ed in the foot of the horse and the camel. To add to this 
purely passive defence, there is a muscle which runs across the 
, palm and more especially supports the cushion on the inner 
edge. It is the muscle which, raising the edge of the palm, 
adapts it to lave water, forming the ctip of Diogenes—Sir C. 
Bell’s Bridgewater Treatise on the Hand.
Col. Hamilton, in his late work on this country, was almost 
petrified on seeing some Americans athreakfa.it, who ventured 
to eat eggs, without eating them directly Irom the shell, and 
cites the practice as a marvellously vulgar one. Baron d’ 
Haussez, in his late work on Great Britain, records as one of 
the instances of English barbarism, that eggs are served at ta­
ble in the shell.
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